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No Name Grifter <nonamegrifter@gmail.com>
Tue, Aug 16, 2022 at 10:06 AM
To: "ajohnson@georgiara.com" <ajohnson@georgiara.com>, jalexjohnson@bellsouth.net, bfrostv@gmail.com
Cc: scot.turner23@gmail.com
We are producing a story regarding your Twitter post (screenshot below) about the Republican caucus meetings this past
weekend. Before producing the story, we would like to give the GRA an opportunity to comment on the following
questions.

If you provide comment on the questions, we will give you an advance review of the post on Peach Pundit with an
opportunity to provide corrections - although there is no guarantee your suggested corrections will be determined salient,
cogent, or acceptable to the post. Our aim is to give at least two hours advance review prior to final edits this evening.
Our deadline for comments is 5:00pm this evening. Our questions are as follows:
1. What specific comments were said to GRA endorsed candidates by Speaker Ralston during the candidate interviews?
2. Who were the candidates that were targeted by Speaker Ralson? Who are their Democrat opponents?
3. Are any recorded or documented comments available for publication? In other words, do these claims have
corroborating evidence?
4. How many GRA endorsed State House candidates won their primaries and how many endorsements were made?
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5. Who produced the image in the screenshot?
6. What is the source of the photograph?
7. In the photograph, it appears those are Nazi soldiers in a firing squad. A google image search suggests it is, in fact, a
Nazi firing squad taking aim at a member of the French resistance. Is it your suggestion that David Ralston is a Nazi with
that photo?

8. Your email communication says only 10 votes are needed to remove Ralston as speaker. Do you mean that only 10
votes are needed among the Republican caucus to elect a new speaker or do you mean that 10 votes are needed with
the Democrats?
If the former, do you have a formal roster of members committed to removing Ralston from office?
If the latter, does that mean that GRA endorsed candidates will coordinate with the Democrats on removing Speaker
Ralston from his position?
Looking forward to your responses. I hope to include them in the post.
Sincerely,
No Name
aka "The Grifter"
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